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Dimensions

(l x w x h) in mm

Load capacity in kg Weight 

in kg

VS 1600 x 1200 x 950-1200 15000 170

Finish: RAL 3000

Dimensions

(l x w x h)

in mm

Length of fork

sleeves 

in mm

Fork sleeves

 inside dim. 

(w x h) in mm

Distance between 

fork sleeves 

in mm

max. load capacity

in kg

Weight

coupling ball trailer coupling in kg

RH   405 x 550 x 170 405 168 x 68 200 100 - 24

RH-RM 1455 x 685 x 245 1200 200 x 80 200 - 650 72

RH-RMK 1525 x 685 x 340 1200 200 x 80 200 100 650 77

RH-RA 1450 x 685 x 280 1200 200 x 80 200 - 250 72

RH-RAK 1505 x 685x 340 1200 200 x 80 200 100 250 77

Fork sleeve inside dimensions in mm

B C

VS 180 60

LOADING SUPPORT TYPE VS

 � sturdy steel construction with one fork sleeve

 � can easily be picked up and positioned accurately  

 - no need for the operator to leave his seat

 � high stability thanks to the relatively wide  

construction which has 4 feet under the base

 � inclined anti-slip contact surface compensates 

di�erent heights of trailers and prevents the trailer 

from tipping over or rolling away 

Loading support to facilitate loading  

and unloading articulated trucks up to  

25 tonnes

SHUNTING AID TYPE RH
A shunting aid makes light work of  

manoeuvring trailers on company  

premises, for example on the shop �oor

 � sturdy fork sleeves for pick-up by a forklift truck

 � safety feature to prevent slipping

 � easy to connect 

Types available

RH 
 � coupling ball

RH-RM

 � with trailer coupling Rockinger  

RO 805 B with bolt Ø 31,5 mm 

RH-RMK

 � similar to type RH-RM, but with coupling ball 

RH-RA

 � with automatic trailer coupling  

Rockinger RO 244-2 with bolt Ø 25 mm

RH-RAK

 � similar to type RH-RA, but with coupling ball

RH

RH-RMK RH-RAK

RH-RM

RH-RA


